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Surrender Trigger PM PM PM 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $15.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

I bet you're wondering what PM means? ~~Giggles~~

Well, My pet, this is another sexy addition to Shelle's Playground, an opportunity to further
your progressive indoctrination so that obeying Me becomes a mindless act of compliance
requiring no conscious decision on your behalf.  I do enjoy training My puppies to follow My
commands obediently, without thought or hesitation, because I know you love surrendering to
My absolute authority safe in the knowledge that I will take care of you.

So, take a few minutes out of daily life and allow Me to program your suggestible mind with
another fun TRIGGER to help you serve O/our interests better.  I'm not going to share further
details because, as you know, that's not how this works but do know you are forever bound to
Me and I'm never going to set you free, My pet (and that makes you so HARD and HORNY).
~~Giggles~~
So, be a good pet, LISTEN and OBEY your Domina NOW!
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Saturday, 03 September 2022 

DEFINITELY one of my FAVORITE playground triggers! If beCuming intimately closer to Domina Shelle is Your goal, don't miss listing to
this wonderful trigger ASAP!

Bubbles 

Sunday, 04 April 2021 

Even when i think i know, i still don't know. I have successfully guessed a few playground triggers, but for the most part there remains an
element that i didn't expect. PM isn't a trigger that i guessed beforehand, but i am privileged to say that i was prepared for it all the same.
Domina Shelle's Playground series is a must for anyone who wants to demonstrate their servitude to Domina Shelle or anyone who
enjoys trigger play. 

Marcus Jetson 
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